
                                     Transmitter circuit description
                                            Model: CLT1

                                                      Schematic: 195d1519

The Universal Transmitter is a unique combination of circuits which attains
compatibility with most garage door openers by means of programmable micro
controller with non-volatile memory and three RF colpits oscillators.

RF Circuit- Comprises of three RF transmit circuits. Each RF circuit is tuned to a
different frequency. Each  RF circuit is selected by the programming of U1.

Transmit osc one (300mhz) comprises of the following components: C6,C8 C11,C5
and pcb loop make up the tuned circuit.C8 allows you to tune to 300mhz.. C12
provides positive feedback of Q2. R26 R25 and R24 provides DC bias. R32 and R30
provide isolation to the other RF stages.

Transmit osc two (310mhz) comprises of the following components: C13,C16
C17,C7 and PCB loop make up the tuned circuit.C13  allows you to tune to 300mhz..
C14 provides positive feedback of Q3. R21 R22 and R23 provides DC bias. R12 and
R33 provide isolation to the other RF stages.

Transmit osc three (390mhz) comprises of the following components: C19,C20
C21,C24 and PCB loop make up the tuned circuit.C19 allows you to tune to 300mhz..
C14 provides positive feedback of Q5. R27 R28 and R29 provides DC bias. R31 and
R35 provide isolation to the other RF stages.

Mirco controller- U1 is an 8-bit micro controller which in addition to program
memory and RAM also contains a small amount of EEPROM. This combination
allows code that is field programmable and non-volatile to be stored in this location.
The micro timing is based on an on-board oscillator with an external 4mhz ceramic
resonator.The micro controller provides the code output, the frequency logic, the LED
drive,and powers to the latch circuit that keeps the power on once a switch(S3 and
S4)is pushed for <2sec.If S3 or S4 is held down the latch circuit will stay on for
<144sec.

Switches,Latch and power supply- The zener diode regulates the micro voltage to
+5.1v and allows the voltage to remain in regulation for the useful life of one 9.0v
battery source. Q1,Q2,R8,R13,R9,C2,R18,R10 and D9 make up the latch circuit.
When S3 or S4 is pushed the latch circuit will stay on for 2sec than pin 24 of u1 will
go low. The pushbutton S3 and S4 perform programming and transmit select function
(see programming sheet ). S2 provide the selection for what brand transmitter you are
programming. S1 is used for certain brands of transmitters witch uses code
switches.D1,D2,D3,D4,D5,D6,D7 and D8  allow the micro to scan the switch setting
during programming.




